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Diggers and Dumpers: This eight-page booklet with two illustrated double-page spreads of kids'

favorite trucks features three fact-filled pages of informative text with space for stickers and four

pages crammed with over 60 self-adhesive color stickers. Includes extra stickers to swap with

friends or decorate books, bags, and stationery.
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My 3 year old grandson loves stickers and construction vehicles, so this sticker book has been a

great success. He is still young so, we did it together. It was a great educational tool, as he was able

to practice visually seeing where each sticker belonged. He was happily involved in matching the

sticker with the page and spot it belonged to. We both had fun, and if a sticker ended up in the

wrong spot, we were even able to take it off and place it where it belonged.

My 3 year old son is obsessed with stickers right now! We bought him several sticker activity books

for Christmas, and this is by far his favorite. He loves matching the stickers up with the correct

construction equipment. He's also at that stage where he's decided he doesn't want us to read to

him anymore, but he'll sit still long enough for us to read the little excerpts describing each piece of

equipment. He is also able to peel the stickers off easily, whereas he has more difficulty with other



books. Will probably trash the first book we bought and buy another.

Diggers and Dumpers (Ultimate Sticker Books) This book is great for kids that are really into trucks

and heavy equipment. My husband runs heavy equipment for a living so my son, 2 1/2 yrs old,

already knows many names of the equipment. This sticker book was great and he loved finding the

trucks and sticking them down. Definitely recommend for kids who love these types of trucks and

equipment.

Poor value for any money. Only 8 pages and of that only 2.5 of stickers.If you want cool stickers for

your child, select something with more stickers.Would not recommend to anyone.

Kids will always love stickers, construction work, trucks, vehicles and anything that builds things!

This sticker book is for kids who love vehicles, trucks, flashing lights and construction. The stickers

are excellent quality and brilliant pictures. DK sticker books are great for gift ideas and what I love

about DK sticker books they are safe to use, fun and inexpensive. The kids use this book for hours

and hours. Perfect for 'Mighty Machine' fans.

I bought this book for my 2 1/2 y.o. son for Christmas and he LOVES it!! At first we didn't even place

the stickers where they were supposed to go but now that we did, he always asks me to read the

description of each and every truck. It's been a month now and he still looks at it every day. Highly

recommend this for those kids that love their trucks!

My 2.5 year old is going to go bonkers for this. I got it for him for Christmas. I gave it 4 stars

because I ordered a different one for my other son at the same time and it's much thicker but was

the same price. I'm still happy, though.

My 3 year old loved looking at the trucks and peeling off the stickers. He's truck obsessed so this

was perfect for him. What I didn't love about it was how hard it is to find where the stickers go. I

personally got really frustrated and at the age of 3 he wasn't much help. I know other DK books are

designed like that, and I find it frustrating. Also, the stickers are paper, so they are definitely not in

any was reusable. They rip and lose their adhesion very quickly.
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